Abstract-In wireless sensor networks, minimizing power the connectivity (or K-connectivity) of the network. In consumption and at the same time maintaining desired properties heterogeneous power assignment problem, nodes present in in the network topology is of prime importance. In this work, we the network are assigned minimum possible power so that present a distributed algorithm for assigning minimum possible . .
presented. Simulation results show that significant power saving feasibility of implementation of wireless unidirectional link can be achieved by using this algorithm.
was supported by Pearlman et. al. [14] , Bao and Garcia-Luna-I. INTRODUCTION Aceves [1] , Kim et. al. [6] , Prakash [15] , and Ramasubra-A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is composed of a large manian et. al. [16] . But, Marina and Das [13] showed that number of sensor nodes deployed arbitrarily in a two (or according to the performance, symmetric network topology is three) dimensional region. A limited-power battery fulfills the superior to the asymmetric one. However, the capability of power requirement of a node. When this battery is completely forming a topology that consists of only bidirectional links discharged the node is no longer capable of transmitting or is important for link level acknowledgments and packet transreceiving any signal. So power is a valuable resource for sensor missions/retransmissions over the unreliable wireless medium. nodes. It is desirable that the nodes transmit with minimum Bidirectional links are also important for floor acquisition possible power, so that the lifetime of the WSN is prolonged. mechanisms such as RTS/CTS in IEEE 802.1 1. So it is desirThe main goal of the topology control is to assign power to able that the topology is composed only of the bi-directional all the nodes in the network, so that a few desired properties links. are maintained globally. One-Connectivity or simply Connec- Another important aspect of the topology of the sensor tivity has been widely considered to be the required property network is the average node degree. The node degree is defined that should be maintained in the WSN [10] , [11] , [12] , [7] . as the number of nodes within the transmission radius of a Attempts have been made to assign minimum power to all the node. Average node degree is an good indication of the level nodes in the network to ensure the global connectivity of the of MAC interference, and better spatial reuse. The smaller the network. As low cost sensor nodes powered by limited-power degree of a node, the less number of nodes its transmission battery build the sensor network, there is a high probability may interfere with. of a node failure. If between any two nodes there is only one In this work, we have proposed a novel distributed algorithm path, then the absence of any one node in that path implies for topology control in static sensor networks, that can be that there is no other way of communication between that pair easily extended to mobile scenario. Every node i in the of nodes. So, it is desired that there be more than one vertex-network runs this algorithm depending on the accumulated disjoint path between any pair of nodes, i.e., the more general data from the nodes to whom it can reach by transmitting problem of K-Connectivity be attended.
with its maximum power, these nodes are called the vicinity Minimum power assignment problem can be of two types: nodes of node i. Now The node finds out K optimal vertex Homogeneous power assignment and heterogeneous power disjoint path to all the nodes in its vicinity according to some assignment. In homogeneous power assignment all nodes optimality criteria. We prove that if each node maintains K in the network are assigned the same power to maintain optimal vertex-disjoint paths to all the nodes in its vicinity 1-4244-06 14-5/07/$20.00 ©C2007 IEEE. then the resulting topology is globally K-connected, provided require little maintenance in the presence of mobility. In [18] , the topology obtained when all nodes transmit with their max-Topology control protocols are classified into two types: P1 imum power is K-connected. We then show how the topology and P2. Protocol P1 builds the topology in the distributed control algorithm for the static network can be extended for manner and sets the nodes transmission power accordingly. mobile scenario where a node can join, leave or move from one In protocol P2 every node tries to maintain some number point to another point. We prove the connectivity results for of neighbors in its vicinity according to some criteria. The each of the cases. The performance of the proposed algorithm algorithm presented by Li and Hou [8] is an example of has been showed through simulation and comparing the result protocol P1, whereas the algorithm presented by Bahramgiri to the most relevant previous work.
et. al. [2] is an example of protocol P2. The reconfiguration This paper has been organized as follows. In section II we procedure for protocol P1 is more complicated than that for recall the works that have been carried out in this field. In protocol P2. Maintaining the MST in mobile scenario demands section III we describe the system model and the assumptions the algorithm to run frequently, as the absence of one edge that we have considered to design the distributed algorithm, from the topology graph may make the topology disconnected. and formally define the problem. In section IV we present On the other hand maintaining a number of neighbors at a the proposed distributed algorithm and prove the connectivity particular cone as done in [2] is easier than protocol P1. result for the static sensor network. In section V we describe Though the algorithm presented by Li and Hou [8] is very how the distributed algorithm can be easily extended to handle efficient for static network, but it is not advantageous in mobile mobile scenarios and present the connectivity results in mobile scenario. scenarios. In section VI we present the simulation results to
In this work, we have proposed a novel distributed algorithm show the performance of the proposed algorithm and compare for topology control in static sensor networks, that can be it to the existing best algorithm for this problem. In section VII easily extended to mobile scenario. We have compared our we finally conclude the paper.
work to that of Bahramgiri et. al. [2] and our algorithm outperforms the algorithm presented in [2] both in terms of II. BACKGROUND average assigned power to the nodes, and average degree of The problem of maintaining K-connectivity in the net-the nodes. work assigning approximately minimum possible power to all the nodes has been attended in a few previous works.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITION Bahramgiri et. al. [2] used the cone-based topology control In this section, we describe our system model. In this model, (CBTC) algorithm [10] to get K-connectivity in the global each sensor node is equipped with an omnidirectional antenna. network. As the CBTC algorithm this algorithm also deals The transmitting power for a sensor node can be adjusted to with homogeneous network which may not be the case in a desired value. In ideal case, if a node transmits with power all practical purposes [9] , [18] . A hybrid topology control r2 then all nodes in the sphere of radius r, with the node at framework, Cluster-based Topology Control (CLTC) algorithm center, can receive the transmission. However depending upon for getting K-connected network has been proposed by Shen different kind of noise present in the transmission medium, et. al. [20] . Their algorithm is not a fully distributed one. the transmission power required for a node to reach up to a Chen and Son [4] present a fault-tolerant topology control distance r is proportional to r', where 2 <= a <= 5, a is by adding necessary redundant nodes to the network's simple called power attenuation exponent [5] . communication backbone with a distributed algorithm. But it In our system model, we assume that every node i knows may not always possible to add redundant nodes to the existing its location (Xi, yi). Pimax is the maximum power available sensor network. Li and Hou [8] presented the fault-tolerant at node i at a given instant of time. Li et. al. [10] showed how cone-based algorithm can be will be an arc from i to j, but no arc from j to i. So there will adapted in network reconfiguration and mobile scenario. It be an asymmetric link between i to j, which is, say, denoted by is shown that if the topology ever achieves stability and the the directed link Lj . When that is the case, we consider that reconfiguration algorithm is executed, then network connec-no edge is present between node i and node j. In this way, tivity is maintained. Bahramgiri et. al. [2] adapted the same the topology when all nodes transmit with their maximum reconfiguration algorithm to preserve K-connectivity in case transmission power is an undirected graph composed of only of network reconfiguration and mobile scenario. In [18] , it is bi-directional edges. We call this graph the maximum topology.
argued that mobility resilient topology control protocol should Let it be denoted by Gmax= (V, F), where V is the set of nodes in the network and E denotes the set of all edges when nodes of node i, denoted as Vi. Hello message includes the all nodes are transmitting with their maximum power. The id of the transmitting node, its location and maximum power. objective of the distributed topology control algorithm is to get The format of the Hello message from node i is as follows: minimum power topology G* which is strongly K-connected, <Hello, i, (i: yi), pylax > provided Gmax is strongly K-connected.
Hajighayi et. al. [5] introduced the notion of power cost Upon receiving such a Hello message, each node j in Vi replies and normal cost of a topology graph. For an undirected graph to node i with an Reply message, with its location (xj, yj) and G = (V, E) with edge cost Pij, the power cost of G is defined 7ax. (Vi,Fi), where the weight of each edge, w(i,j), is Assign minimum possible power to all the nodes (not the power required to reach j from i on the edge {i,j}, necessarily equal) so that if all nodes transmit with their equivalent to Pij. in Vi according to some optimality criteria. The optimality criteria should be such that the power assigned to the nodes Subject to The graph G* being K-connected. is minimized. In [12] the path cost, i.e., the sum of the weights of the edges on the path has been considered to be IV. DISTRIBUTED TOPOLOGY CONTROL ALGORITHM the optimality criteria to choose a path between two nodes,
The algorithm presented here is a distributed algorithm and shortest path algorithm was used to find out the best path that every node runs depending on its locally accumulated in between two paths. But in [17] it was shown that only data. When all nodes finish running the algorithm, they considering the path cost may produce sub-optimal result, and are assigned with approximately minimum power and the in support the following example was presented. Consider a resulting network topology becomes globally K connected. situation in which there are three nodes forming a triangle The algorithm runs in three phases. At any generic node i as shown in the Fig. 1 . By running shortest path algorithm the algorithm is as follows:
the nodes i, j and k will be assigned power 5, 5, 4, where in fact each node could have chosen 3, 4, 4 units of power Phase 1: Information collection and Finding the vicinity respectively to maintain the reachability between each other. topology
In order to alleviate the effects like above, the following Node i broadcasts a Hello message using its maximum three metrics have been considered to choose optimal vertex transmission power P[nax. The set of nodes that receive the disjoint paths from a node to the other nodes in its vicinity. only symmetric links. We have found out that considering only else the maximum edge cost in the path is giving the best result in Return NULL. terms of power assignment to the nodes. As power assigned end to a node is equal to the maximum weight outgoing edge, it is Algorithm IV.1: Algorithm for finding optimal path belogical to consider the maximum edge weight when we choose tween node i and node j a path between two nodes. To get the optimal path by using the maximum edge cost of the path, we have modified the dijkstra's algorithm [3] and with source s and destination d returns the path with minimum we call it Get-Optimal-Path. This algorithm finds out the path value of maximum edge weight if exists, and returns NULL with minimum value of maximum edge weight from source if no path exists between s and d. of maximum edge weight is wrong. So, we can conclude that topology G* for k = 1, provided the graph obtained when the algorithm Get-Optimal-Path run on a graph with source all nodes transmit with their maximum power Gmax is s and destination d returns the path with minimum value of Connected. maximum edge weight. Proof: Let us consider two generic nodes u and v in the By using the vicinity graph, a node finds out the best network. There may be two cases: (a) node v is in the vicinity path from it to a node in the vicinity. For any node j in of node u and (b) node v is not in the vicinity of node u. the vicinity, node i first use the GetLOptimalPath algorithm Case (a): When node u constructs its minimum-power vicinity to select the path whose maximum edge cost is minimum graph Gujm, it finds out the optimal path from itself to all the among all the paths and store the path in an appropriate nodes in Vu. As node v is in the vicinity of node u, obviously data-structure. Then that path is destroyed and next best there exists a path from node u to node v. path is considered. In this way, K vertex disjoint paths are Case (b): As the maximum topology Gmax is connected, so obtained between the node i and its neighboring node.
there exists a path from node u to node v. Let us consider such a path where in between node u and node v, node Yi, Phase 3: Transmission Power Assignment Y2, ., Yn are present. So, obviously ylEcV, Y2EVyI and so In this phase, node i needs to calculate the transmission on. According to the logic of case(a), in G*, u is connected power needed for itself and all nodes in Vi, to ensure that all to Yi, Yi is connected to Y2 , . , Yn is connected to v. So its minimum-power paths exist in the final minimum power u and v are connected in G*. The above logic proves that if network topology. Specifically, for node i itself and each node Gmax is connected then G* is also connected.
in set Vi, the transmission power is assigned as the power Theorem 3. If there are K optimal vertex-disjoint paths required to reach the furthest one-hop downstream nodes in from each node to all the nodes in its vicinity, then between node i's minimum-power vicinity graph Gim. Node i first any two nodes in the global network there exists K vertex assigns its own power, and then sends the minimum power disjoint paths i.e., the resulting topology G* is globally required for other vicinity nodes with an explicit Assigned K-Connected, provided the graph obtained when all nodes Power(AP) message. The format of the AP message from transmit with their maximum power Gmax is K-Connected. node i to node j is as follows:
Proof: We shall prove the theorem by the method of powe.xequred~~>
.proof by contradiction. Let us suppose that G* is not K-< asslgned j poe,, power-required >k < assigned-power, i, d3 7connected. So there exists at least one set of K -1 nodes, While assigning power to the nodes in the vicinity, a node by removing which we can get a graph that is not connected. should take care of the unidirectional links. It may be possible Let's denote this graph by G". Let G' be the graph obtained by that in the minimum-power vicinity graph Gim of node i, removing the same set of K-I nodes from Gmax, which were directional link Lij is present, but link Lji is not. But, when removed in forming G" from G*. As Gmax is K-connected, node i assigns power to the nodes in its vicinity, it has to so G' is connected. Let G* be the graph obtained by running assign power toj such that link Lji also exists. As maximum the proposed algorithm with K = I on the remaining set topology is an undirected graph, it is guaranteed that if L of nodes, i.e., the set obtained after removing K -I nodes.
exists, then power can be assigned to node j such that Lj' According to Theorem 2, G* is connected because the graph would also exist. In this way node i maintains all the links G' is connected. in its vicinity to be bi-directional. Upon receiving the AP As G* is connected and G" is not connected, at least one message, a vicinity node j compares the power requirement edge of G* will not be present in G" (Note that G* and G* from i with its current power setting. If i requires a stronger are constructed in the same manner). Let us suppose that the transmission power at node j, node j increases its power edge {u, v} is one of such edges in G*, which is not present accordingly. Otherwise, it discards the AP message. Note that in G". The presence of the edge {u, v} in G* implies that its existing setting is assigned by itself or any other nodes that {u,v} is the optimum path from u to v. So if K -I vertices have executed the algorithm earlier than node i and propagated were not removed from the graph G*, then the edge {u, v} the AP message.
would be at least the K-th optimal path from u to v in G.
Now we shall present two theorems to prove the desired So the edge {u, v} is one of the K vertex disjoint optimal connectivity of the network. Theorem 1 shows that if the paths from u to v in G*. By removing the set of K -I nodes maximum topology Gmax is connected then our algorithm from Gk we can destroy at most K-1i vertex disjoint paths.
for K i gives a connected minimal topology G* (say). But the direct edge {u, v} will still be present, since it is one
We prove this theorem in the same line as done in [12] to of the K optimal vertex disjoint paths from u to v and also prove the connectivity result. By using Theorem 2, Theorem removal of a set of K-1i nodes can not destroy the {u, v}.
3 shows that for any K, if all nodes run the above algorithm (Note that u and v are nodes selected from remaining set, so individually, the resulting topology Gk (say) will also be they would not have been removed.)
K-Connected, provided Gmax is K-Connected. So the edge {u, v} will be present in G". So our assumption that the edge {u, v} is not present in G" is incorrect. This Theorem 2. The Algorithm K-implies that all edges present in G* are also present in G".
connectedilinimaL Topology gives the optimal connected So G" is connected. Thus Gk is K-Connected.
So the network is globally K-Connected.
nodes has been destroyed. For those nodes it compensates that V. DEALING WITH MOBILITY path by finding out a new optimal vertex-disjoint path.
The connectivity results in the mobile scenario have been In wireless Ad hoc network the structure of the network proved in Theorem 4, 5 and 6. To prove the results we have changes time to time. A node may be added to the network, a assumed that after the join or leave event when the nodes node may die due to the lack of the power or, due to mobility come to the stable condition, the resulting topology will be a node may change its position. To deal with these situations K-connected provided the graph Gmax is K-connected. Note we present the following algorithm by using the Neighbor that Gmax is the graph obtained if all the nodes transmit with Discovery Protocol presented in [10] . We call this algorithm K-their maximum power when the network comes to the stable connected Mobile Resilient Topology Control (K-MRTC). In condition after the change in the network. this protocol, three basic events have been defined: joinTL (v), Theorem 4 . If a newly added node maintains K optimal leavel(v) and change(v). In the join#(v) event, node v vertex-disjoint paths to all the nodes in its vicinity, and all which was not in the vicinity of node u previously appears the other nodes maintains all the paths they were previously in the vicinity of node u. In the leavenu(v) event, node v maintaining, and K vertex-disjoint paths to the newly added which was previously a neighbor of node u, disappears from node (if the node is in vicinity), then there exist K vertex the vicinity of node u. We only consider the join and the disjoint paths between any two nodes in the resultant network. leave events, for in case of a change event, after changing Proof: We prove this theorem in the same line as we did the position when a node comes to the stable state, it is in theorem 3. Let us suppose that G*a is not K-connected. So equivalent to some leave events followed by some join events. there exists at least one set of K-I nodes, by removing which We assume that when a node is mobile the network may not we can get a graph that is not connected. Let's denote this be K-connected temporarily, but when the network comes to graph by G". Let G' be the graph obtained by removing the a stable condition, network K-connectivity is preserved.
same set of K -1 nodes from Gmax, which were removed in Our algorithm works as follows. Any node i, which is in forming G" from G*a. As Gmax is K-connected, so obviously the stable condition, broadcasts a Beacon message with its G' is connected. Let G* be the graph obtained by running the maximum power periodically. This Beacon message is for algorithm K-connectediMinimum-Topology with K = 1 on the all the nodes j, where i is in the vicinity of node j, iEVj. remaining set of nodes, i.e., the set obtained after removing As we are considering heterogeneous network, it may be K -1 nodes. According to Theorem 1, G* is connected possible that i is not able to reach all nodes j for which because the graph G' is connected. MVj, even though node i use the maximum power to transmit As G* is connected and G" is not connected, at least one the Beacon message. In this case, its neighboring nodes help edge of G* will not be present in G" (Note that G*a and G* it by forwarding the Beacon message. If a node does not are constructed in the same manner). Let us suppose that the receive the Beacon message from one of its neighbor within edge {u, v} is one of such edges in G*, which is not present a time interval T, then it assumes that the node is no more its in G". The presence of edge {u, v} in G* implies that {u, v} neighbor.
is the optimum path from u to v. If we consider the vicinity To handle join event:
of any node j in whose vicinity, a node k has been newly When a node i is added to the network for the first time, or added we see that we have not considered the paths from j to the node becomes stable after mobile condition, it broadcasts all other nodes except k in its vicinity, passing through node the Hello message with maximum transmitting power pmax k. In this way we may miss one of the K optimal vertexand build its vicinity graph Gi in the same way it is done disjoint path from j to any other node. But the edge {u, v} in the first phase of the algorithm in the static case. All the is not obviously one of such paths, as those paths will have nodes send Hello message periodically. The nodes which were more than one edge (minimum path from j to i through k is already in the vicinity of a node don't reply to this Hello j-k-i). So if K-I vertices were not removed from the graph message. The new node replies the Hello messages with Reply G*a, then the edge {u, v} would be at least the K-th optimal messages. When a node gets reply from a new node, it finds path from u to v in G*. So the edge {u, v} is one of the K out K-optimal vertex disjoint paths to the new node, keeping vertex disjoint optimal paths from u to v in Gka. By removing the paths to other nodes in its vicinity intact. Note that it is the set of K-I nodes from G*a we can destroy at most K-I done only to reduce the computational complexity. In this way, vertex disjoint paths. But the edge {u, v} will still be present, we are sacrificing the paths from a node to other nodes in its since it is one of the K optimal vertex disjoint paths from u vicinity, which pass through the new node and more optimal to v and also removal of a set of K -1 nodes can not destroy than the existing paths.
the edge {u, v}. (Note that u and v are nodes selected from
To handle leave event:
remaining set, so it would not have been removed.)
A node i maintains the list of k paths from it to all the nodes So the edge {u, v} will be present in G". So our assumption in Vi. If it finds that a node is no more its neighbor, it finds out that {u, v} is not present in G" is not correct. This implies the nodes for which this node contributed to form one of the that all edges present in Ga are also present in G". So G" is vertex disjoint paths. Due to the lack of presence of this node connected. Thus Gka is K-connected.
Only one of the K vertex disjoint paths for some neighboring So the network is globally K-connected. Proof: Theorem 4 ensures that the addition of one node Fig. 3 . Average Degree for K = 2 and K = 3 in the vicinity of a node does not affect the connectivity. Theorem 5 states that a node finds out the link in its vicinity to make up the loss of links by a leaving node from its vicinity to the nodes. It is in congruence with the fact that more the and thus maintain the connectivity. In the stable condition number of nodes in the vicinity, more possibilities there are after the changing of position of a node, the incident can to get paths with smaller edge weight to reach another node. be considered as a combined effect of this two, and when Regarding average degree, the nature of the graphs are a bit the node come to a static condition these two cases can be random, but the trends of average degrees of a node is to executed separately.
decrease with the increase in the number of nodes in the same The average radius and the average node degree for K = 2 in Table I . The results for the cone-based algorithm have been and K = 3 are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively. Each taken from [2] . For path-based algorithm, every data is the data point on the graph is the average of 10 simulation runs. average of 10 simulation runs. Average degrees have been rounded to the nearest integer. From Table I it is evident that path based algorithm outperforms cone based algorithm in terms of both average degree The graphs for average radius shows that the average powerVI.CNLSO assigned to each node in the sensor network decreases with
In this work, the complete focus is on developing a disthe increase in number of nodes in the same area. This means tributed algorithm for getting K-connectivity in the sensor that increase in node density helps decrease the assigned power network along with minimizing the power assigned to each node. Every node runs the algorithm based only on the [ In future, we would like to simulate our algorithm in ' mobile scenario and compare the performance of the proposed algorithm to that of the algorithm proposed by Bahramgiri et. al. [2] in mobile scenario. Applying the same notion of our algorithm in 3-dimensional sensor network is another possible extension of this work.
